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Subatomic Physics Seminar
Lifetimes of States in $^{19}$Ne Above the $^{15}$O+$\alpha$ Threshold
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The $^{15}$O($a$,g)$^{19}$Ne reaction plays a role in the ignition of Type I x-ray bursts on accreting neutron stars. The lifetimes of states in $^{19}$Ne above the $^{15}$O+$\alpha$ threshold of 3.53 MeV are important inputs to calculations of the astrophysical reaction rate. These levels in $^{19}$Ne were populated in the $^{4}$He($^{20}$Ne,$\alpha$)$^{19}$Ne reaction at a $^{20}$Ne beam energy of 34 MeV. The lifetimes of six states above the threshold were measured with the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM). The measurement, methods of analysis and implications of the results will be discussed.
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